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A lot of books will tell you how to play - that's the easy part. Not many can tell you how to hit royals

consistently and how to take full advantage of the casino clubs and credit departments while you're

at it. You've seen the cable shows on the Vegas high-roller suites and benefits. You too can have a

piece of that, regardless of where you live and without spending millions, or even hundreds of

thousands. Based upon my actual years of success, having hit over 500 royal flush jackpots on $1,

$5 and $10 machines playing Video Poker in casinos worldwide, not only is this book instructional,

but it's a fun read full of real-world anecdotes on how you can capitalize on Video Poker as I have. A

real world testimonial: "Hello There! Just wanted to let you in on our story: After much experience

being 'Coin Donors,' I wanted to get a book on Video Poker strategies-My girl kinda rolled her eyes

but let me get yours. Even I did not expect much, but our 1st weekend out, we played Nickel Poker

and got THREE ROYAL FLUSHES in 3 days using your suggestions!! (I had never hit one before, &

hit 2!) For the 1st time, we came home with FOUR TIMES as much money as we took, even after

motel rooms, food, gas & etc. Now we know how it feels to WIN for a change."
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An interesting read on what it takes to make it with casino video poker machines.This may help very

marginally, if you are playing online, but it's not geared for web-based poker playing.The material is

presented very well and it is a pleasure to read.It covers the mechanics of playing, the mental

requirements to make it, the lifestyle needed to enjoy the process, and the IRS requirements to stay

out of trouble and enjoy the winnings.it's a very well written book and a very fast read as well.I

haven't come across this information anywhere else, and I read extensively, and feel that many who

read this will think that it's too simple, there's no way it can work, but you won't know until you put it

to the test, so until then, read the book and enjoy testing it.Definitely recommend this book.

I have read several video poker books in the past week, and this one is my favorite by far. It is well

enough written to overlook the few grammatical and typo errors, and seems to have a solid

approach. I say 'seems to have' because there are no progressive video poker machines in my local

casino, so I cannot play on progressive machines. That said, I have memorized the rules and use

them in my practice sessions on my video poker trainer with very encouraging results. On my first

trip to the local tribal casino this week to try this approach on non-progressive machines, I put $5

into a quarter Bonus Poker machine and hit a straight-flush, among other things. I turned that $5 bill

into $65 and cashed out. I did lose my buy-in on the Jacks-or-Better machine, which is

understandable with 7/5 payouts and 1 coin for 2 pair--very tight!

I had been playing Video Poker on my Kindle, though it is not as much fun as some of the android

versions. I had been faithfully following the rules to little successAfter reading Mastering Video

Poker I quickly adopted the author's suggestions not to waste those 2 and 3 card royal possibles.

By the end of the first day I had hit 4 cards to the royal on four occasions. The next day, I hit three

more, with one hand also being an Ace high straight, so I had all five cards, but one was the wrong

suit. Looking back I probably was wasting those royal possible hands, chasing after pay card pairs.I

also got four of a kind on several occasions. That had not ever happened before.The other plus is

David E. Ulmer's strategy to play to stay in the game, to be there when you finally hit the royal

After spending several days in Vegas I decided to learn everything I could about video poker. I read

the book from a well known authority and even bought his vidoe poker simulator (I won't mention his



name but this book does mention him). After really learning the strategies from beginner to

advanced on Jacks or Better I discovered this book by David E. Ulmer. After reading it 3 times I

decided to go to Shreveport, La. and see what I could do. I scoured the town looking for the right

(and in Shreveport the only) 8/5 progressive machines. I only found 5 quarter and 5 50 cent

machines that fit the bill but as luck would have it they were in the casino I was staying at. Both of

them looked like they were ready to pay out (which is described in detail in this book). I played the

50 cent machines and with in my first hour I hit the royal flush for $2,700. I have never done that

before. About 2 hours later I hit the royal flush on the quarter machine and won almost $1,800 on

that one. So I am very happy that I spent the time reading this book. This book goes into some little

details that are different and very helpful.

I did not find many opportunities in Vegas where payout approached what was called a good payout

and this book required betting to hit progressives. If you just wanted to play regular video poker

without progressivess the advice just confused you

I have read several of these types of books.......and this is a real good one. Believe it. Good read,

practical, not blow hard, but useful technique. A bit different for sure - practical.

Not much here for an experienced VP player but ok for a beginner. Also, kindle version did not show

the card suits for demonstrations only question marks in their place. Maybe my kindle is set up

wrong.
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